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Abstract. Within a liquid drop model the energy of the 12C, 16O, 20Ne, 24Mg and 32S 4n-
nuclei has been calculated within different configurations of α-molecules : linear chain, triangle,
square, tetrahedron, pentagon, trigonal bipyramid, square pyramid, hexagon, octahedron,
octagon and cube. The potential barriers governing the decay and entrance channels via α
emission or absorption as well as the potential barriers of other possible binary and ternary
reactions have been compared. The rms radii of the linear chains do not correspond to the
experimental rms radii of the ground states. The binding energies of the three-dimensional
molecules at the nascent point of the fragments are higher than the ones of the planar
configurations. The A-4 daughter plus α particle configurations have always the lowest potential
energy.

1. Introduction
Hydrogen burning in stars leads to a core of helium and, later on, to the nucleosynthesis of n-α
nuclei : 16O, 20Ne, 24Mg, 28Si, 32S, ... The cluster-type states coexist with the mean-field-type
states [1] in these specific nuclei. In 12C a large amount of 3α cluster wave function is contained
in the ground state wave function. Recently, a new high spin 5− state has been observed. It
corresponds to a level of the ground state rotational band of an equilateral triangular spinning
top [2]. In 16O, recent studies lead, for the ground state, to a tetrahedral configuration allowing
to reproduce the energy spectrum and the electromagnetic properties [3, 4]. Some excited states
are due to the mean-field-type excitation mode while other ones are due to the cluster structure
of α+12C. For the excited 0+

2 Hoyle state of 12C and possible excited Hoyle state of 16O, the α
condensate character chain has been proposed after comparing a large number of Brink functions
with Tohsaki-Horiuchi-Schuck-Röpke wave functions [5, 6].

The generalized liquid drop model (GLDM) describing correctly the fusion [7], alpha emission
[8] and fission [9] processes has been used to calculate the L-dependent potential energy of the
following α clusters: aligned α chains, isosceles triangle, square, tetrahedron, pentagon, trigonal
bipyramid, square pyramid, hexagon, octahedron, octagon and cube [10, 11]. The proximity
energy is included in this model to take into account the effects of the nuclear forces between
the surfaces in regard in a gap or a neck between nuclei.

2. 12C nucleus
Antisymmetrized Molecular Dynamics and Fermionic Molecular Dynamics models without
assuming α clustering led naturally for the different states to triangular α shapes with different



angles allowing the reproduction of the low-lying spectrum [12, 13]. Within effective field theory
and Monte Carlo lattice calculations it has been demonstrated that the 12C ground state has a
compact triangular configuration while the Hoyle state and the second excited state have rather
an obtuse triangular shape of alpha particles [14]. These predictions are strengthened by the
observation of the high spin 5− state at 22.4 MeV.

These oblate ternary configurations have been investigated within the GLDM and an isosceles
triangular shape characterized by an angle θ. At the contact point the energy of the linear chain
of three α particles (θ=180 deg.) is higher than the energy of the equilateral triangular shape,
the difference being 7.4 MeV. This is also in favor of the equilateral triangular configuration
(the energy being degenerated between 120 and 180 degrees). The experimental rms charge
radius of the ground state is < r2 >1/2= 2.47 fm while, within the GLDM, the rms radius of
the triangular shape is 2.43 fm and 3.16 fm for a linear chain at the contact point [10].

3. 16O nucleus
A tetrahedral molecule of alpha particles is predicted for the ground state [3, 4] and a square
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Figure 1. Potential energy of the α-tetrahedron (left part) as functions of the angular
momentum (in h̄ unit) and rms radius and (right part) potential energy governing the 12C+4He,
8Be+8Be, and 6Li+4He+6Li nuclear systems versus the distance between the mass centres.

configuration for the first excited spin-0 state. The energies of the tetrahedral shape are given
in Fig. 1. The rms radius is 2.54 fm for a tetrahedron, 2.83 fm for a square and 4.15 fm for
a prolate linear chain at the contact point between the four α particles. Experimentally the
rms charge radius of the ground state is < r2 >1/2= 2.70 fm excluding probably a linear chain
configuration for the ground state. The binding energy is higher for the tetrahedral molecule
than for the square shape since for these molecular shapes the proximity energy plays a crucial
role. Indeed, the tetrahedron is linked by six bonds and the square by only four bonds. On
the contrary, the Coulomb repulsion is higher for the tetrahedral shape. The energy difference
between the two configurations is 13.7 MeV close to the Q4α (14.4 MeV), the energy of the 0+

6
state (15.1 MeV) and 14.0 MeV the energy of a 0+ state.

The ground state may also be described using double closed shell wave functions but several
excited states may also be viewed within the 12C+4He cluster picture. The potential energies
of the 12C+4He, 8Be+8Be, and aligned 6Li+4He+6Li systems have been determined assuming
a spherical shape for all nuclei (see Fig. 1). The top of the barriers corresponds to separated
nuclei maintained in unstable equilibrium. Quasimolecular 12C+4He one-body shapes with a
deep neck have roughly the same energy than the spherical compound nucleus.



4. 20Ne nucleus
The trigonal bipyramid, square pyramid and pentagonal molecular configurations have been
compared. Their energies are displayed in Fig. 2. The rms radius is 2.76 fm for a trigonal
bipyramid, 2.79 fm for a square pyramid and 3.29 fm for a pentagon. The experimental rms
charge radius is < r2 >1/2= 3.01 fm, much lower than the rms radius of a prolate chain. The
binding energy of the trigonal bipyramid is the highest since the number of bonds is five for
the pentagon, eight for the square pyramid and nine for the trigonal bipyramid. At the contact
point, the energy difference between the trigonal bipyramid and the square pyramid is 21.3 MeV
and 15.3 between the square pyramid and the pentagon, the Q5α value being 19.2 MeV.
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Figure 2. Potential energy of the trigonal bipyramid (on the left) and the square pyramid (on
the right) as functions of the angular momentum and rms radius.

The ground state band contains the 16O+4He cluster at most 70% and the potential energies
of the 16O+4He, 12C+8Be, 10B+10B, and linear 8Be+4He+8Be systems have been determined.
In the 16O+4He channel quasimolecular one-body shapes have roughly the same energy than
the spherical nucleus and the minimum has a cluster structure corresponding to the two 4He
and 16O nuclei almost in contact.

5. 24Mg nucleus
The energies of the octahedral and hexagonal α-molecules are shown in Fig. 3. The experimental
rms charge radius of the ground state is only < r2 >1/2= 3.06 fm. At the contact point the rms
radius is 2.85 fm for an octahedron and 3.79 fm for an hexagon excluding the linear chain and
planar shape as possible ground state shapes. The binding energy is lower for the hexagonal
configuration since there are only six bonds for the hexagon and twelve for the octahedron.

The energies of the 16O+8Be, 12C+12C, 8Be+8Be+8Be, and 10B+4He+10B systems are shown
in Fig. 3.

6. 32S nucleus
The octagonal and cubic α-configurations have been studied. The experimental rms charge
radius is < r2 >1/2= 3.26 fm while the rms radius is 4.85 fm for an octagon and 3.37 fm for
a cube at the contact point which seems to exclude the planar and linear configurations. The
binding energy is higher for the cubic configuration than for the octagonal shape since there are
twelve bonds for the cube and only eight for the octagon.

The potential energies of the 28Si+4He, 24Mg+8Be, 20Ne+12C, and 16O+16O systems have
been also determined. The energy of the one-body 28Si+4He system is relatively constant from
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Figure 3. Potential energies of an hexagon and an octahedron from the contact point
as a function of the rms radius and potential barriers governing the 16O+8Be, 12C+12C,
8Be+8Be+8Be, and 10B+4He+10B reactions versus the distance between the mass centres.

the spherical nucleus till the contact point allowing the cohabitation of different quasimolecular
shapes.

7. Conclusion
Within an α-particle model the energy of the 12C, 16O, 20Ne, 24Mg and 32S nuclei has

been calculated within different α-molecular configurations: linear chain, triangle, square,
tetrahedron, pentagon, trigonal bipyramid, square pyramid, hexagon, octahedron, octagon, and
cube. Within a macroscopic approach the potential barriers governing the entrance and decay
channels of these 4n-nuclei via alpha absorption or emision and other possible nuclear systems
have also been compared.

The rms radii of the prolate chains seem incompatible with the experimental rms radii of
the ground states. The binding energies of the three-dimensional molecules are higher than the
binding energies of the planar shapes. The core+α cluster system leads always to the lowest
potential barrier.
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